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This Tech Note explains configuring regular language switching and alarm comment language switching, and how
to implement switching in both cases.
For this example you can Download and extract the Sample InTouch Application that does both.

Application Versions
●

InTouch 9.5 SP1

If you will be working with East Asian Languages, and don't have them on the InTouch node, you need to install East
Asian Languages using the following steps.

1. Click Start, then Control Panel/Regional and Language Options.
2. Click the Languages tab.
3. Click Install files for East Asian languages.

Figure 1: East Asian Languages Installation

Regular Language Switching
1. Create an InTouch application with two windows. Name the windows Regular and Alarm.
2. On the Regular window, place text objects and the buttons of different languages you would like to switch
in Runtime (Figure 2 below).

Figure 2: InTouch Language Window
3. Click Special/Languages/Configure Languages… from the main menu, and add the different languages
you would like to include.
This example provides seven different languages (Figure 3 below):

Figure 3: Configure Language List
4. Each language has a unique locale ID and you must configure each button for language switching. The
following figure shows the French button Action Script configuration.

Figure 4: Action Script for French Button
5. Now save and close all your windows and export all the language dictionaries to any specified location you
would like. Click Special/ Languages/Export Dictionary. French is shown in the following figure.

Figure 5: Export French Language
6. Click Export, then Close (Figure 6 below).

Figure 6:Successful Export
7. Locate the directory where you exported the dictionary and find the .xml file with the unique locale ID
appended to the name. For example, languageswitching_1036.xml.
8. Open the file with Microsoft Office Excel as an xml data table.
Note that in the application folder you will also find a folder for each language identified by its locale ID.
The following figure shows the French xml file that you exported, opened using Excel.

Figure 7: Exported Files in XLS Format
9. Now add the translation of each phrase to the Translation column shown in Figure 8 (below).

Figure 8: Translation Column Entries
10. Save the file as an xml data file either using the same name as before (languageswitching_1036.xml) or
using a recognizable file name.
11. Switch to WindowMaker™ and go to Special/Language/Import Dictionary. Choose your language and select
the correct folder where the file was saved.
12. Click Import. Below is the example.

Figure 9: Import the Language File
13. Click OK when you are notified the import was successful.

Figure 10: Import Successful
14. Switch to WindowViewer™ and open the Regular window. The window shows everything in English.

Figure 11: Regular Window Without Translation
15. Click on the language you would like to display. The window shows what you typed in the .xml file's
translation column. French is shown below:

Figure 12: French Translation

Switching Alarm Languages
The Alarm Viewer Control includes language switching in the comment field. Many people mistake it with the above
regular text language switching. The following information describes switching language in the Alarm Viewer.

1. On the Alarm window, place the Alarm Viewer Control ActiveX control, a slider wizard and buttons for
the language switching. Arrange the components as shown below.

Figure 13: Alarm Window Components
2. Create a Memory Real Tag called Atag with different limits of the alarms.
Note the Alarm Comment field below the Deadband fields. This is the core field where language
switching works. Figure 14 (below) shows the example in English.

Figure 14: Alarm Comment Field in English
3. Save your changes and close all windows. Leave InTouch open.
4. Export the alarm field with two characters that are unique to the application to any location.
To export go to Special/Languages/Export Alarm Fields.The following graphic shows an example for French.

Figure 15: Export French Alarm Field
5. Click Export.
6. Click Close to confirm that the dictionary was exported successfully (Figure 16 below).

Figure 16: Export Comment Dictionary
7. Notice that in the folder location where you exported the alarm field dictionary it has the various number of
files which start with FR_ which is the unique character I used above. Since we had 5 different
languages configured in addition to English I get 5 different FR_ xml files (FR_1036_AlarmComment.xml).
To distinguish the target language, you can look at the locale ID. In this example, the locale ID for French
is 1036.
8. Open the alarm field dictionary file (FR_1036_AlarmComment.xml) in Microsoft Office Excel and open it as
an xml data table. Below is the French xml file that was exported and I have opened in excel. Notice it has
more information than the regular language switching file. This file has all the alarm fields but we only
can change the Alarm Comment Field for language switching.

Figure 17: Excel Export File
9. Above you can see the Alarm Comment Test string in row 38. This is what you typed in the
Tagname Dictionary Alarm Comment Field. Now this is the only place where you are allowed to translate
to another language. Below is an example for French Translation.

Figure 18: Alarm Content Translation
10. Now save the file as an xml data file either can use the same name as before (FR_1036_AlarmComment.xml).
11. Go to Window Maker and go to Special/Language/Import Alarm Fields. Choose the correct folder where
the file that was saved in step 8 above and import.

Figure 19: Import Alarm Fields
12. Click the Import button. Another dialog box appears to confirm the import. Click OK.

Figure 20: Successful Import
13. Now go to Window Viewer and open the Alarm window which shows everything in English at the moment.
The window appears in English as shown below:

Figure 21: Alarm Comment in English
14. Click on the language you would like to translate (in our case we translated French) and notice that it will
show you what you had put in the translation column in the xml file. This will switch the language to French
as shown below:

Figure 22: Alarm Comment in French

Summary
The most important difference that the text that is on the InTouch Window is different that the text that was entered in
the Alarm Comment Field in the tagname dictionary. The text that will be translated into a different language will be
regular text and not anything inside the Alarm Viewer Control Alarm Comment Field.
Also another difference you can note is that the regular dictionary file would be languageswitching_LocaleID.
xml (languageswitching_1036.xml) and the dictionary file for Alarm Comment Field would
be SpecialCharacter_LocaleID_AlarmComment.xml (FR_1036_AlarmComment.xml). We used FR as the two
characters representing the Unique application.
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